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ABSTRACT
This paper discUsses the problem of 'selecting
appropriate tinimum criteria for the review of educational programs
and products that'will not unduly hinder the creative freedom of
educational developers. The author first asserts that although most
people support the conceptof examining and assessipg educational
products and programs, there is much' disagreement over pertime
criteria. Although it
ossible to develop a matrix, of crit rid for
the evaluation of eaCh
duct, the author suggests, tie qu tion of
which criteria should be applied to all products should be ased on
the free enterprise mcdel.-That.is, criteria 4hould be applied 'that
assure the hartlebsness of a product, but beyond that point the
market place should be allowed to wofk its will free of further
requirements. Specifically, the onlycriteria that should be applied
to the assent of any new educational product before its retease,
the author argues, are the criteria of "social balance and fairness"
and "user effects." (Author/JG)
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me begirvIEheindividual presentations by discussing the criteria

ceptable to the-ducational developer

the proddcerof these things we

are so concerned about.

When I think of the educational developer's role in this matter, I get
a mental image of the developer, like Atlas of ancient mythology, trying.to
balance the bulk of,a huge inverted pyramid of legislation, criteria, and
expectations, while simultaneously striving to be imaginatives daring,.efficient, and effectiveifi creating a solution to an educational problem.
.

-

If you develop a similar image as you listen to the presentations which fol.-

low, then, perhaps, you Will understand why I expect to be the defensive
one on the panel today.

Since ten minutes is not very much time, let me just assert a couple
of things at the outset.

I endorse completely the concept of examining and assessingi:

1.

edudational products and programs on a wide variety of bases,
,

but I'.6-lieve that until we have greater understanding of the

.

consequences of employing these criteria, any effort to require
any large number of them would be a huge error.

I'm afrlaid that

such a move would signal the end of the very kind of careful,
thorough development most of us are trying to encourage, because,

it would make thattype of development much too expensive and too
time- consuming.
C

2.

I support the efforts currently being made to compile

sts of
10.

criteria appropriate for use in NeVewing educational products
'fi

I

and programs.

If we are ever going to deal wdth the creature,

we must first know, its dimensions and characteristics.

3.

But I

do.want to stress"that we are still a long way from consensus on
what'cOnstitutes a comprehensive and accurate list of the
pertinent criteria, let alone consensus on which of them are of
greater importance than others.

It is still very early in this

particular ball game and anything can happen.

To illustrate the point, I hap made available copies

a

list being generated by Alan Contr of-Research for Beitdr Schools.
Let me point out two things.

First, there a

_differences

in the way Alan Coller has classified certain,

eria and the

way Sue Klein.has _classified apparently the,.same!Ctiteria.

is Apt to suggest that one is right and the other

This

Tong, but to

illustrate that we aren't in agreement on how to classify review

criteria; let alone how to interpret? rank order, oro apply them.
Second, you will note that the Coller list is incomplete
in two respects.

Alan has taken just the first category

(Adoptability) and carried it to greater levels of detail. `That
task still'remains to be done on the remaining five categories
(Intrinsic Quality, Desirability, etc.).

Note for yourselves

the large number of criteria he has identified already (68by my
count) and he hasn't yet finished the list!

This illustrates

for me, at least, that the practical prdblems of applying

criteria in the review'of educational productsAd'prograTs
are too many, and'too great, to be imposed to any great extent
1

on the educational developer now:

A

The other way in which the Coller lift is incomplete is that
each of the individtial listings still must be _backed up with

4

definitions which are mutually exclusive but, in toto, allencompassing, with standards for judging each, and, if they are%
'to be of practical benefit, with evaluation questions appropriate

to be asked under eachof them., I think this, too, indicates
how very far away. we are from that point where we can have some
A

confidence in making recommend,4tians with regard to the criteria
Ol

appropriate for use in reviewing edUcational materials and pro-

rt

)

#

grams and how risky it would be to settl& £n on a particular
411.

set of req irements now.

With that as my attempt tct illustrate the' magnitude of the problems
involved in the review of.educational products and programs, let me move
on and devote the remainder of

time to tie matter of which criteria I

believe would be at least temporarily acceptable to the, educational developer.
As I do so, I will use Sue Klein's classification, rather than Alan,
so.we will'haVe a common base for ditiscuss(on:

"Deciding Which of the many possible criteria /to include and excl

from a minimally acceptable set is a difficult task, as I'm sure my
associates on thp panel will agree.

That's because the deCisions are largely

idiosyncratic to each product and program.

Whether or not "social acceptance

is an important criterion depends on whether you're examtning a classroom

curriculum product or a self-help training manual for administrators.
On a per-product basis, I would use a criterion matrix to help identify
the criteria most appropriate for use.

I would list in the-left column

-the full'range of criteria which had been identified.

As the column heads

across the top of the matrix I would list (1) target population, (2) type of

".

r

-

product,

,

(3) sponsor!, expectations,

(5) legislative mandate's, etc.

(4) puspOse qf the_devellppmenta

effor; t,

Appropriate rankings could be made in such

a matrix for efach product being considered for review.
In looking 47-t thequestion of which criteria ought-to be applied as a minimum

to all product's; I folloW the free enterPrise model.

That is, I believe

developers can reasonably be required to meet criteria which assure the
harmlessness of the product on potential users, but that from that point
on

there should be no 'further requirements and the market place
should simply
be allowe4 to; work its will.

Stated anOther way, I believe that government,

distributors; and developers themselves have a responsibility to guard the
publi

from harm, and should actively seek to meet that respcinsibility,by

establishing Prudential criteria and standards, but that the dangers of
proceeding beyond that point are greater than the protections which would
be obtained.

in my view, these dangers would take the form of uldue govern-

ment inflUence, censorship, ,,a reduction in available alternatives, and
possibly the cessation of large segments of the development industry under
/

4

the burden of a moutain of regulation and legislation.
If you will look with me at the column heads on Spe Klein's questionnai,re,

I will indicate what I thikk are the implications of application of

the free enterprise mod 1 to the various criteria which appear there.

Th first column, labeled "Desirability," contains criteria ,most
aPproprite t9 the pre-development, or- needs assessment, phase of a
developmental effort:',Such matters as the need or the product, demand
for
_,
.
.

product, and so forth are appropriate for discussiOn at that
.

point (between the potentia l sponsor and poteiv.-.aal developer, but,.in my
-4

1

,

i
qpnio.,
are'snot pertinent to the question of Whether a completed program
.

k

J

,

, _5_
'

- 4.

or peoduatican'or ought to be released for'general use.

,I would not include

any of these criteria among the minimum set to be required for release of
4.

6

4

a spro?dlict or program.

i

0

,

4

The criteria in the second column, under the heading_"Fracticability,"
seem to me to' apply to the mIrketabilitY of the finirshea pro

am or product.

k

.

Thete are impor-apt considerations, all right, but whether or not there is
.

'

an)assured marlsBt fore program or product is, I submit, not crucial to

whether they ought to be made available to the marketplace, and I would
../
not include these

(c.

riteria,among the minimum set.'. -'

Moving for a m

ent to the extreme right hand column ("Spinoffs"),

I regard the effects lis

4here (model for other work, contributes to e
4

knowledge) as bonus effects

hich might be Ob

.nable_from loograms or
.

products specifically desig ed to be "models,

.

or to test a set of developi

mental hypotheses, but not pertinent to all programs or products arid,

.

.

.

S.

therefore, not among the minimum set of criteria which ought to be applied

for a Rogram or product to-be released.
.

.

.
.

.4

,

.
1

Some, but not all of the criteria 1.1. columns three, four, and five
.

do seem to me to be'relevant to the matter under examination.
three, Sue

1

In,column
.

as-included "technical Tiality.of physioalfeatures opmateriaYs"

and "attractiveness (of materials)" under the heading "Intrinsic Qualfty."
I would have' listed these in tie second column; and, as I have already
)

-

indicated, I consider these, marketability criteria not applicable to the

release or not release decision.

t

The other criteria in column three include one I would include among

Cthe minimum set:

the criterion of social balance or fairness.

be said about this in a few minutes.

7

More will

t

1
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The remaining-criteria in column three are "content accuracy and currency"

1

and. "instructional quality, coherence-of design, clarft

rand)

-

clear purpose."

These seem to me' to be;Mattofss por.f prudentiaA concern to the' sponsor of the
P I

'

product, and ones which most would hope would be of cgicern to curriculum
selection committees.'

'

I subtit they ought not be legislated-as being among
(

.

any required minimum set, however, because of (1) the lack of general agree.

rs-

.11:

ment orrcont4rit (e.g., the differing.theories on the creation, the Great
4,

Books versus "relevance" schools of thought),

)'our inability to sub-

-,

ti

stantiate empirically the virtues of various instructional designs, and
(3) the wide variations in

which exist throughout the country.
,

.

I would exclude the c>iteria in tile forth column, labeled "Product
,

.

I -

a

..

.

Development," because they have to do with\echnical aspects of the process
\

vai- no-tithe outcane.

Some may believe that particular developmen-Cal

methods or certain staff credentials icave a strong bearing on the quality
.

\
.%

of the prograt or product whibh te produced:

Dut there is no evidence

,

to support such a belief, so procedural!equirements ought not be .included
among any minimum set of required grit ria..4
.

Finally, in the column labeled "User Effects,"cis the major crit

ion

I would endorse as appropriate to apply to any new program or product before.
, _its release.**. Evidence on the effects of the new development -- primary and
,

secondk, anticipated and unanticipated, cognitive and affective, phYsical-

*"Learner verification, "' which is included in column four; is a process for
product improvement after its release, so I have excluded it from this
discussion 'of release criteria.
.

.

.

*The other criterion

in co/umia five, cre5libility of evidence, is part and
parcelfof the evidence, in my view, and therefore not distinguishable as'
a separate criterion.
Would anyone give_ credit ior_a categorical re-.
quirement haying been. met if the evidence offered were incredible?

.8

:.

.r

Ir

0.

and Psychological -- is a fair minimum requirements. To pick
up on an eal,lier
N..
comment, I would Ihclude evidence on
social balance, or fairness as another

one of the acceptable minimum requirements.

I see this as adtually being

-

one of, the types of "user effects," because its impact is primarily as a
;psychological effect, but I concede that the topic now as gained enough

politicalsovertones that it is not unreasonable to consider it'(social

balance) asr,terion apart from its effects on users.'
These are theminimum criteria, and the only criteria, then, which
I see as being legitimately require'dof developers at the present t'
Other criteria may be

uired by sponsors or implicit in the developm

effort itself, on a product by Product basis; but to go beyond the application
of user' effects criteria on a universal basis is, in my opinion, risky, 'not

sensible, and a danger to the continued existence of a large

'segmerff.of

the development industry as we no$ know it.

f\
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Stitorcnt:

Prelim
EvalUa

Categories of Criteria Which May be Lsed Jr

Change Process Activities or.FUnctions (1ppluding Products)

1.1.0.0.0. A
1.1.1:0.0.
1.1.2.0,
1.1.3.0.0.
4.0.0.
5.0.0.
.

1

3.1.0.0.0. SiON.ficance.
Problem-Slavic inpact.
3.1.1.0.0.
Inten40.
3.1.2.0.0.

ceptability.
Balance,
Convatibility.
Legality.
Legitimacy.
Pertinence.

3.2.140: Centrality.
3.2.2..0.0.

3,4.0.0.0. Marketability.
3.4.1.0.0. Adiance.
Competitiveness.
3.4.2.0:0.

36.0.0.0:

Simplb

3.6;0.0.0.

Compatibility.

4.0.0.0.0.

1.3.1.2.0: Cost Competiveness.
1.3.2.0.0. Affordability.
1,3.3.0.0. Implementability.
1.3.3.1.0: Resource Availability.
1.3.3.2.0. Resource Reambendations.
1.3.3. .0.---Rsource Requirement's.

1.5.0.0.0. Manageability.
1.5.1.0.0. Operability
1.S.2.0.0. Integrati*ness.
1.5.3.0.0. Maintainability.
1.5.3,1.0. Curability.
1.5.3.1.1. Continuance.
1.5.3.1.2. Sturdiness.
1.5.3.1.3. Perpetuality.
1.5.3.2.0. Utility.
Correctiveness.
1.5.3.3.0.

4.3.0.0.0. Cost /Effectiveness.
Nbgnitude/of Effects.
4.3:1.0.0.
Real Costs.
4.3:2.0.0.
4.4.0.0.0.

5.0.0.0.0.

Interactive Effects.

Impact.

5.1.0.0.0.
Range or'Effects.
Extent of Effects.
5.1.1.0.0.
5.1.2.0.0. Spread of Effects.

Intrinsic Quality.

2.2.0.0.0.
2.2.1.0.0.
2,2.2.0.0.

Effectiveness.

4.2.0.0.0. Potency of Effect(s).
4.2.1.0.0. Outputs /Effectiveness.
Magnitude of Effect(s).
4.2.1.1.0.
Magnitude of Anticipated Effects.
4.2.1.2.0.
Magnitude of Desired Effects.
4.2.1.3.0.
4.2.2.0.0. fiuration of Effect(s)..
4.2.3.0.0.' Meaningfulness of Effect(s).

1.4.0.0.b. Flexibility.
1.4.1.0.0. Adaptability.
1.4.4.0.0. Diversity.

2.1.0.0.0.

I

4.1.0.0.0. Nature of Effects.
4.1.1.0.0. Sum of Effects.
4.1.2.0.0. Quality of Effects.

.

2.0.0..0.

Scope.

Timeliness.

3.3.0.0.0.

1.3.0.0.0. Feasibility.
1.3.1.0.0. Reasonableness of sts.
Economical Soundness.
1.3.1.1.0.

'

Relevance.

3.2.0.0.0.

Exportability.
1.2:0.0.0.
1.2.1.0.0. Integrity.
1.2.1.1.0. Ccmpleteness.
1.2.1.2.0. Unity.
1.2.2.0:0. Independency.
1.2.3.0.0. Convcyability.
1.2.4.0,0. Ayailabilityof Inventioa
1.2.5.0.0. Availability of Services
1.2.6.0.0. Traihability.

/,

Desirability.

3.0.0.0.0.

Adoptability..

Appeal.

Cumulative ImpactsEifects.
5.2.0.0.0.
.5.2.1.0.0. Multiplicative Impact Effects.
5.2.2.0.0.' Transactional Impact Effects.

ntentuAl Accutacy.-Currency.
Correctness.

2.2.340.-- Sufficiency.

/

5.3.0.0.0. "Simple Impact/Effectiveness.
.5.3.1.0.0. Simple Impact (See Desirability).
Problem-Simple Impact (See Desirability).
5.3.2.0.0.

2.3.0.0.0. armlessness.
2.4.0.0.0.

Instructional Quality

2.5.0.0.0.

Social Fa4rness

2.6.0.0.0.

Technical Quality.

2.7.0.0.0.

Uniqueness.

2.8.0.0.0.

Product Development Process Adequacy.

/

6.0.0:0.0.

q
.
A

Developed by Alan R. Goner
Evaluation Specialist
.

Efficiency.

6.1.0.0.0. Cost/Efficiency.
6.1.1.0.0. Continuance.
6.1.2.0.0. Real Costs
6.2.0.0.0. Process/Efficiency.
6:2.1.0.0.
Real Time.
6.2.2.0.0. Time Requirements.

.

* Researchrfor Better Schools, Inc.'

6.3.0.0.0. Resource/Efficiency.
6.3.1.0.0.
Real Resources.
6.3.2.0.0.
Rdsource Requirements.
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MUT DO.Yru CONSIDER HINIStal CRITERIA FOR EDUCATIONAL PROM
DIRECTIONS:

In the far left column, please circle your major educatioe product decision t er role(s)
Then indicate your rating of minimum
criteria.ia the adjoining row(s) by marking: .. for essential criteria; o. or desirobl criteria, and -, for unicportant cr
ria.
Circle key items within these criteria clusters. At bottom of the page c
I.
a) any c usters ...here you think it is possi
to
111 establish common 'unions criteria.

f

PRODUCT DECISION SIXkERS CRITERIA CHART
CRITERIA CLUSTERS.

Desirabili
o

o

Prac

need
appropriate for
intended users

ease of use 6
reasonable fiscal
4 psychic costs.
availability 4

o
o

o adherance to

u

social, moral. 4
instructional
values
demand
,

nu

Adapt abi 1 sty

o

acceptability t
users
o

.

PRODUCT DECISION
MAKER ROLE(s)

o

fairness r balance

qualitYdesign
o expert staff

o 'content accuracy .4

leasier verification
and revision

currency
uniqueness
instructional
quality clear puspose. rationale
technical quality
of physical
features of materials
Appeal to learners

o

ability to receive
any needed trainins to use
product

-

sex, race, ethnic,
age. socio-economic

o

o

Cognitive skill,
performance. °

*mita.. motsvatAon

1

0

model for other
work
'

o

contributato
knowledge

learning rate.
attendance.
impact oa
others
credibility
of evidence
supporting
claimed effeeer

.

/
2
Product Cevelopaeat

.

--7 --

a .fiscal i7p67.374
Z.

Product Scriening.
Consurer Protector,
Disseninat:r

.

.
'

o federal tlucation '

_

-0

_. _ _ __ __ _. __ ._.

17....4 12.....411:101.
F.C.C4W

-...

-..........

o flt.,-,....1.te

...... ..- -- -. -. .. --

-_ - .f.... - ___ _ _ _ - _ _. _

airrttr kt.enc.r._ _

_ - -......_,

expert organi---

,

:scion - Higher
Education. R4D

.

.

.

.

Q

organ! :at ion.
- tio .....

.

.

4 local education

/

-_

-- --- - --1 -- --

0 organization for,
education
personnel users DEA. AST. USX.

.

s

o organization fgr
consumers including noneducational
practitioners EPEE. citizens,

.

.
I

PTA. NOV.
Council on
Interracial
kooks_ etc

6

,

___

\

,

Product Selecting
by the Consumer User

RIF

,

10_ Jdniq,ilrator_
c
techer

:11

2

- -:

o stmieni
CHECK CID;TreS NITRE IT MAY tE POSSIIILE TO

/

ESTABLISD 111111ft COrAo. CRITERIA
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